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ation and secure as prompt action as
is possible in the premises."
A General Court Martial
Adjutant General John Chase today
Issued the call for the general court
martial to try military cases growing
out of the Ludlow battle and fire of
April 20, In compliance with the re
port of the military commission which
investigated that affair. The court
will convene May 11.
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Denver, Colo., May 7. Major P .1.
Hamrock, Lieutenant K. El Linderfelt
and the "home guards" militia detach
ment under Ihem are charge i vilh response lity for the Ludlow battle and
fire which feet 21 llve3, in the repot t
or the Women's Peace
com"
mittee, submitted to Governor Amnions to3.iy.
The committee was named at a
women's mass meeting held in the
capital to insist that the governor appeal to President Wilson for federal
troops.
Equipped with passports
from the governor they visited the
Trinidad and Ludlow districts and
made a personal investigation. The
report contains a statement of the information gathered and concludes
with these recommendations:
"That you order an instant investigation of all happenings connected
with the presence of the militia in
the strike district to the end that a
distinction may be established between rightful exercises of the militia
power and the crimes of Individuals,
turning the latter cases over to the
civil authorities for prompt prosecution. The eyes of the world are upon
us and the honor of Colorado demands
that the state refuse to bear the
odium of atrocities committed by Imported Hessians.
"That the extra session make no
provision for the payment of the in- debtedness incurred by the militia until the' military rolls have been purged of the Rockefeller gunmen and
thugs and until an auditing committee
has made a report that will permit
the people to decide between Just obligations and fraudulent claims. It!
is the rlgftt of Coloradfo to have a
ulstinction established between the
bona fide law living members of our
National Guard ftni the desperadoes
sneaked tfc'to It try "the companies.
"That you withdraw your request
for a state constabulary, as such an
organization could not help becoming
g
powerful adjunct to the
the"
of
coal
' despotism
w
v
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"That you exerciser1 '''youF1 police
power and take over the mines for
operation by the state, pending an
between the strikers and
agreement
'
the operators. Had this been done In
the first place, Colorado would not
now be burdened with debt and unmerited shame; '
"That you lend your aid to the
movement In favor of a constitutional
amendment allowing the state to develop its own natural resources, so
that we may be freed from the men-ac- e
of such absentee landlords as
Rockefeller, whose only interest in
our affairs is the money that his overseers may mint from the sweat of
wage slaves.
"It Is our opinion, sir, that the time
ttao mnu Snr cnma enunciation Of the
great truth that the rights of society
fere paramount, and that no individual, group, corporation or class shall
be permitted to advance its own in
terests at the expense of the general
are
welfare. Strikes and lock-out- s
alike antagonistic to public peace and
prosperity.
"The public , must stretch out Its
hand, still all strife and adjust disputes in the spirit of equal justice that
takes no account of race, circumstances or creed. The people third
party to every industrial dispute
must assert their incontrovertible
claim to act as arbiter.
"President Wilson expects you to
draw the attention of the legislature
to the imperative necessity of Immediate consideration of the whole situ
.
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and his best man, Dr. Cary T. Grayson
U. S. N., an intimate friend alike of
A
the secretary and of the president
An informal ' reception will follow
the ceremony, after which the bridal
party and assembled guests will sit
down to .the wedding supper, to be
served in the state dlnln room.
Later In the evening Secretary
and his bride will leave Washington for a brief honeymoon trip. It
la not expected they will remain long O'SHAUGHNESSY,
ARRIVING
IN
away from Washington, as It Is known
SAYS
MEXICAN
WASHINGTON,
that the secretary's official duties,
" FACTIONS MAY
UNITE
to the
particularly with reference
federal reserve board, will demand his
presence in the national capital.
3 PVE HAS EEEN 11ACE
The bride's gown is a superb crea
tion of ivory satin, adorned with many
yards of Empress Eugenia lace, of WHEN THE OFFICIAL LEFT SIS
soft and elegant ijpigui. The gown
TER REPUBLIC HUERTA WAS
has a sweeping train, several yards
STILL 8UPREME
In length.
Secretary McAdoo did not visit the
White House until late In the day. HIS
STOLEN
PROPERTY
He entertained hi
fellow cabinet
'
members and Dr. Grayson, the presistaff, but the executive offices of the PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER
WILL
constitutionalist government still re
dent's aide, who will be best man at TRUNKS WERE RIFLED NEAR VE
WEAR IVORY SATIN, TRIMRA CRUZ WHEN
DIPLOMAT
main in Chihuahua. The visit to Par-the' wedding, at a club luncheon at
MED IN OLD LACE
noon.
ral is In connection with financial afMADE HIS DEPARTURE
fairs,
i
The constitutionalist mint which is
Washington, May 7. With a plain
Washington, Mar 7. Nelson O'
WATER ON MARS
turning out gold and silver coins, is circlet of gold, typical of the quiet ele
7V
the
Shaughnessy, charge of the American
The theory of
Boston, May
located at Parral, and General Car- gance of the ceremony, Miss Eleanor
water vajiop on the planet embassy at Mexico City until United
existence
of
ranza is expected to settle Questions Wilson, youngest daughter of the
Mars was confirmed by spectographs States troops Belzed Vera Cruz, arrivdealing with the standardization of president of the United States1 and taken at Lowell
observatory, Flagstaff, ed In Washington early today.
the currency .v j
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, will be mar
Misfortune followed Mr. O'Shaughto an announce
Arizona,'
according
From Parral Carranza is expected ried at 6 o'clock this evening In the
even to the seat of his home
l
Dr.
out
nessy
ment
last
given
night by
to go to Torreon, where the citizens White House to William Gibbs Mcoffice here. government
from
Lowell
his
Having lost most of
have eagerly requested his presence Adoo, secretary of the treasury.
IThe statement says that while the his personal possessions when MexGensince the city was captured by
The simple and impressive wedding amount of water Is difficult to deter icans looted his trunks outside of Veeral Villa. It was intended that Car service of the Presbyterian church will
from
estimates place it at about ra Cruz after his departure
ranza should review the 15.000 troops be pronounced by Rev. Sylvester mine, the
of the atmosphere of Mexico City, the American charge lost
that
gathered at Torreon for the Salttllo Beach, pastor of the church in Prince the earth.
more of his personal belonging en- and San Luis Potosl campaigns, but ton, N1. J., attended by the presldeut
route
from New Orleans to Washingas they rapidly are being moved to- and Mrs. Wilson and their family.
ton.
ward Monterey It is probable that
The ceremony, while it Is to be not
Mr. O'Shaughnessy assured inquir
WHERE DID IT GO?
this ceremony will not be a featnre ably elegant In all of its
ers
n
that the papers of the embassy
appointments,
a
St.
petiMinn.,
May
Paul,
of Carranza's visit.
will be witnessed by tlie smallest com
and his code book were still safely
Frederick
of
tion
the
for
return
to
proving
to
Carranza is expected
pany that ever attended so important Weyerhauser's will, filed with the tes- in his possession. As to his won
Chihuahua within a week.
a function in the White House. The tament
today, an approximate value of future he wouli make no comment.
On the Carranza train, which was vice
Mrs. Marshall, the
and
president
he had resigrfed or
commanded by General Maclovia Her- members of the cabinet and their only $875,000 is put on the estate ot denying, however,
had
hear
official concern
died
who
at
danything
St.
lumber
the
Paul
man,
Car
rera, were' Roberto V. Pcsqiera,
wives, relatives of the president and
Pasadena, Cal., April 4, He was re ing his own future in the service.
ranza's confidential asont at El Paso; Mrs. Wilson and of
Secretary McAdoo, puted to have been one of the wealth- Asked if he thought it possible for
Isidoro Fabela, acting minister of for and a few intimate
a compromise cabinet and compromise
personal friends iest men iu the nation.
eign relations, and Ysnaclo Bonillns, of the bride and
to be established in Mex
bridegroom,
comprise
president
minister of comimir.itation.
the list of guests.
ico pending settlement of the diffecon
-.M
o
Affordingpri.,Jf. piftns
'The ceremony t&kws place lir'th-p-rence tberertb& American chai'a"fe- stitutionalist provisional capital will historic Blue room, the middle
apart- IS THE INCOME TAX
plied in the affirmative.
of
the
until
capture
remain here
ment of the suite on the south side of
Secretary Bryan greeted Mr. O'Among those on the train was tha White House, between the east
when the lat
Shaughnessy
as
govGeneral Manuel Chao, deposed
UNCONSTITUTIONAL? ter reached hiscordially
room and the state dining room. It
office. The two were
ernor of the state of Chihuahua by hi'S been the scene of more brilliant
in conference only a few minutes,
General Villa. It Is said he will be social functions tLan
other room
any
when Mr. Bryan left and went imme
IMPORTANT CASE REACHES THE
given a command in the army of the iu the mansion.
to the White House where he
diately
Gonnortheast under General Pablo
UNITED STATES SUPREME
It la in the Blue room that the pres
consulted with President Wilson. Mr.
zales. It is regarded as possible that
TODAY
COURT
ident receives his guests at White
O'Shaughnessy remained at the state
General Carranza may accompany the
recent
House
In
its
years
receptions.
department
.calling on Counselor LanSaltillo.
case
7.
The first
army against
Washington, May
have
and the assistant secretary,
furnishings and appointments
sing
to reach the supreme court involving
Mr. Bryan announced that because
been changed entirely. Its oval form
Calderon Is Released
the constitutionality of the in
has been retained, but the scheme of directly
of
the White House wedding he proJuarez, Mex., May 7 Luis Cabrera. decoration and furnishings has been come tax was docketed there today. bably would not confer
with Mr.
of
legal adviser to General carran ;a, modernized. The color plan is blue, It was an appeal from the
until tomorrow.
again
O'Shaughnessy
southern
in
mission
court
district
the
federal
a
who has been on
diplomatic
but not the blue of a robin's egg, as
in France and Spain, arrived in New of old, but a dark shadei of French New York to enjoin the Union PaciEi'; ' REPUBLICAN IS UNSEATED
rerailroad at the Instance of a stock- York today, according to word
blue. The walla are paneled In rich
Washington, May 7j A house elecceived here. He will proceed at once corded silk of the same shade, afford- holderFrank R, Brushaber, from pay- tions
committee, in a report filed in
reasons
are
Washington where he will join ing an artistic background for the ing the tax. Twenty
the
house
today, declared that Repfor holding the law unconstithe constitutionalist representatives. wonderful spring flower decorations
resentative Dyer ojf. .MissourL republiF. Igleslas Calderon, leader of the which are a feature of today's wed tutional.
can, illegally holds his seat In con;
liberal party in Mexico and one of the ding.
i
gress. The case was contested by L.
most prominent men of Mexico, has
The massive furniture of days gone
C Gill, democrat A minority report
ac
reached Havana from Vera Cruz,
has been replaced, with furniture ONE AMERICAN AND TWO will be filed.
by
cording to word received here. Ho of lighter, If not more artistic, design.
was liberated from. .the fortress of The floral decorations of the room VICKSBURG IS REPAIRED
San Juan de TJttloa by the American ia fact, of the entire mansion on the
ENGLISHMEN KILLED San Francisco, May ",''iJ?. The guntroops. Calderon was arrested some first floor, will be marvelously beau
boat Vicksburg v arrived here today
months ago by Huerta on a political tiful. Slender, vases of graceful defrom Breanertan navy yard and an-- ,
charge. Senor Calderon, who Is an signs In out glass and rare porcelain, REPORTS OF VIOLENCE COME chored In "Man-o'-WRow." The
old man, will sail for New York soon. will be filled with cut flowers, IncludFROM GUADALAJARA; TROUVicksburg Is on her way to Mexican
BLE AT TAMPICO
waters. On the occasion of her first
ing masses of lilies and white orchid",
Acaponeta Captured
departure from Puget sound she blew
produces of the White House con(;
Washington, May 7.' One American a boiler tube and had to put back for
Washington, May 7. Confirmation servatory"
federal
of
entire
the
The south side wjll be backed with and two British subjects have been repairs.
of the capture
garrison at Acaponeta, Tepic,- by the palms, to form a background for killed at mines in the vicinity of Guadrebel forces, reached the ..state de great bunches of spring blossoms of alajara. A Mr. Ransdell, presumably
a British subject, ana seven .Ameri- SEVEN JURORS CHOSEN
partment today in a report from Con- cherry, peach and apple.
In the main lobby of the mansion cans are cut off by bandits in the visular Agent W.' Ke'yes at Jtosario.
The vanguard of the rebel forces at the marine band orchestra of 50 cinity. Other Americans, are safe.
FOB BECKER'S TRIAL
Durango and Torreon has started on pieces, under the direction of lieuten- This information came In dispatch
its march to begin the campaign for ant William H. Santleman, will ren- from the vice consul at Guadalajara
the capture of Saltillo and Zacatecas, der a program of music especially se- to the British embassy today.
IT IS LIKELY THE CASE MAY BE
The dispatch to the British embassy
according to a report received at the lected by Miss Wilson. To the strains
READY- - FOR TRIAL, BEGINstate dlepartment today fron Consul of the wedding march from Lohengrin was sent in response to an inquiry
NING TOMORROW
the wedding party will descend the about conditions the Cinco mine and
llamra at Durango.
main staircase from tie apartments the safety of Americans there. The
New York, May 7. Two more jurMazatlan Is Surrendered
abovei,
,
dispatch did not mention the names ors, bringing the number
up to seven,
and British subjects
Los Angeles, Calif., May 7. Mazat- Misa Margaret Wilson and Mrs. of the American
were chosen today at the forenoon
'
"
Sayre, the bride's sisters, will be killed. .
session of the trial of former Police
Disquieting' news was also received
maid and matron of honor. Two
(Contllnned on Page Five.)
lieutenant
Charles Becker for the
charming little maids, Miss Sallie Mc at the embassy from Tampico. Both murder of Herman Rosenthal.
The
into
the
threatened
rebels
of
federals
and
daughter
Adoo, the
man
W.
was
sixth
in
box
the
Dwlght
bridegroom, and Miss Nancy Lane, the terfere with the British and American Custer, a retired
the
seventh,
printer;
to
were
Mrs
IN
and
CONGRESS
who
oil
returning
operators
TODAY
dainty daughter of Secretary
Ambrose Farley, a clerk.
t
I
Franklin K. Lane, will attend the tiie oil districts to resume operations
Many talesmen were accepted by
from
of
be
will
under
the promise
protection
bride as flower girls. They
district attorney only to be chal-exbotih sides'. The Mexicans have noti- the
Washington, May 7. Senpte: Met attired In exquisite white frocks,
lenged
by counsel for tho defense If
no
that
commander
fied the British
at noon.
actly matched.
shook his head. Mrs. Becker,
Becker
The bride will be escorted to the one 'will be allowed to leave unless
House: Met at noon.
dressed
la black, sat beei.le her
again
InstrucDebate on naval appropriations bill Blue room by her father, the presi the warships are withdrawn.
husband at the counsel table.
to
the
the
been
returning
tions
have
At
States.
gent
United
of
dent
the
resumed.
The crowd that clamored for adInterstate commerce committee fa- - beautiful extemporized altar of white operators not to attempt a landing at
into the court room was even
mission
the
instructed
unless
'she
will
be
flowers
cut
and
by
join any point
vorahlv roorted bill to control rail satin
larger thin that of yesterday.
ed by the bridegroom, Mr. McAdoo, British oommnder on the spot
road Isbuw of stocks and bonds
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noil-i- t

ly everybody; excep
tions are grouches.

BE ftlARRIEO

Seo-ertar- y

make-furthe-

WIF?E

0

ant Roy. C. Klrtland, .U. S. A., in
charge of the .army aviation camp at
North Island, believes the Mazatlan
a
bomb dropper is Dldler Masson,
French aviator well known on this
coast . Klrtland has no official ad
vices regarding the
of
the Mexican (constitutionalists, but
recall Massons attempt to take a bl
plane across the Texas border severn
al months ago. ;
,
The Mexican federals, according to WILL BE UNITED TO SECRETARY
MINISTER TO MEXICO IN SEVEN
recent reports, have three monoplanes
TIES MAY BE NAMED AS
McADOO AT WHITE HOUSE
suitable for scout and bomb throwing
AMERICAN DELEGATE
AT 6:00 O'CLOCK
purposes. The federal aviators In
clude Lieutenants Gustaviua Salinas,
H. ONLY A
TO ADVISE THE MEDIATORS Alberto Salinas, Juan Alderso,
FEWJiUESTS INVITED
Rula and Rodriguez-- - Salazarv The
aeroplanes are said to be In the vic
'
IMMEDIATE
NO MAN IN THE UNITED STATES
FAMILIES OF THE
inity of Vera Cruz.
BRIDAL PAIR AND CABIIS BELIEVED TO BE BETTER
Carranza Visits Parra-NET CIRCLE BIDDEN
QUALIFIED
Chihuahua, Afleaico, May 7. Gen
eral Carranza, head of the constitu
BIPLANES
ARE
EFFICIENT tionalist government, left here last DRIDEt- GOWMS PRETTY
: ,.A ... 1.1.
: ..A. . m.
l'

ap
peals were wade today ( by .operators
in the northern coals fields to Col
onel 'James Lockett, commanding the
federal, troops in. the toutiiern fields,
for. additional troops to protect the
mines there, which, they say, had
been ' threatened by strikers.
The operators reported that, eheir
strike breakers refused to remain at
work unless additional protection was
guaranteed. Colonel Lockett has not
been advised whether .he to in supreme command of all federal forces
REBEL AIRCRAFT DROP BOMBS
on strike duty, within the state, and
INTO MAZATLAN WITH TREconsequently has made no decision
MENDOUS EFFECT
as to the operators' request. He said
the matter would be taken up with
the commander of the federal troops
Washington, May 7. President Wil
in the northern fields, through Secre- son found time in the midst of wed
tary Garrlsoin of the war department, ding preliminary festivities at the
and intimated that additional troops White House today to confer with
would be asked for.
of State Bryan for a few min
The entire Eleventh regiment from utes on the Mexican crisis, with parFt Oglethorpe, Ga., has arrived, the ticular reference to mediation.
last train reaching here early today
Secretary Bryan announced after
bearing equipment Colonel Lockett the conference that American delehas been besieged by union leaders gates to advise with the South Amer-iuato permit the reconstruction of the
mediators had not yet been se
Ludlow tent colony, destroyed by firs
lected, but that a representative or
during a battle between strikers and representatives surely would be des
military April 20. Also he has been ignated, and the selection would be
urged not to grant such permission made soon. Whether there would be
by representatives of coal companies. more than one American delegate Is
Colonel Lockett considers the matter still
undecided, the secretary said.
"a live question and one which will
It was reported in diplomatic cirnecessitate much investigation."
cles that John W. Foster, former secIt was announced by the federal retary of state, Is being considered,
commanders that 160 guns had been among otners, to represent this countreceived from strikers in Huerfano ry!, Mr. Foster was minister to Mexand Fremont counties, though none ico in the late 70's.
had been surrendered by the strikers,
The arrival in Washington of Neloi Las Animas county. Officers, with son O'Shaughnessy, charge of the emunion leadera, today visited the strik
bassy at Mexico City during the most
ers' camps lu Las Animas county to turbulent part of the strained relar
appeals to the union tions with' ' Huerta"' government,
men to surrender their arms peace- aroused considerable speculation as to
It was determined today by the returned envoy's future status.-bu- t
ably.
staff to nothing concerning his future was
Colonel Lockett and his
make certain exceptions to the gen considered today.
Ma O'bhaugn- eral disarmament proclamation. Ex- nessy saw Mr. Bryan for a few minpress messengers, bank tellers, sher- utes only, and will confer with him
iffs andl a reasonable number of dep- again tomorrow, .presiaeui vvuouu
uties and police will be given permis- also will see Mr. O'Shaughnessy tosion to have arms in their possession. morrow.
e
No
search is expected
Reports of continued aggression of
to be made for arms In possession of the rebel forces toward Mexico City
citizens. Colonel Lockett informed reached the state department during
hsi officers today that 71 guns, the the day. News of rebel victories at
property of operators, were waiting Acaponeta was confirmed m an ol- collection at the various coal camps ficial dispatch. Conditions at Vera
in this county."
Cruz were reported as quiet.
mediators spent
More Troops at Watsenburg"
The
Troops E and F of the Fifth cavalry much of their time completing arwere dispatched to the WaisenDurg rangements for the conference to be
district today, under command of Cap- gin at Niagara, Falls May 18. The
con
tain E. P. Orton, who will
Argentine minister, Mr. Naon,
with Captain Smith,- - in charge of the ferred at the state department tor a
district In talking further of the re- Short time, but no announcement was
location of the Ludlow tent colony. made concerning his mission.
Colonel Lockett suggested that he
'
might take no definite action until
Guaymas Will Fall
Garhe had conferred with Secretary
Douglas. Ariz., May
to--!
t ; i
rison concerning it.
tlonalists here received messages'
situa-ated
The colony site at Ludlow
day from General Alvarado stating
topographically to command all that the latter expects that the fed
erals at Guaymas under General Tela
within
on
Page Five.)
(Contiinued
lez will evacuate that port
few days. Alvarado bases tnis assertion on the fact that he has "rebel ved
WINTER WHEAT CROP advices that Mazatlan must fall into
hands within
the constitutionalists'
fall,
Mazatlan
Should
WILL BREAK RECORD a few days.
Tellez would be unable to obtain supplies from any point on the Pacific
coast
except .Manzanillo, which is 600
ARE THAT YIELD
INDICATIONS
miles
south of Guaymaa,
1912
OF
BEAT
THAT
WILL
'
Mormon Flour Sold
BY
Constitutionalist ConBul Lellvler re
ceived
' Washington, May 7. The greatest
today a message from A. O.
ono-fiftpresident of . Fronteraa, de
Campos,
ever
grown,
crop of winter wheat
extreme
again as large as the record crop claring that because of the
Morin
Sonora,
of
provisions
scarcity
half
more
than
grown last year, and
not be allowed to
again as large as that harvested' in mon settlers would
take wheat or flour from the state.
1912, is indicated by statistics
by the department of agri- He said, however, that the flour belonging to the Mormon colonists
culture today.
In'all 630,000,000 bushels will be pro- might be brought tp; Front was from
duced if the highly favorable condi- Colonia Morelos for sale. He also
tions existing between since the crop announced, however, that the colonconstitutionalist
was planted last fall continues until ists must accept
foodstuffs.
their
for
abandonmoney
The
time.
harvest
aureage
Provided with an order to Comlsa-rl- o
ed through unfavorable conditions of
Jesus Ramirez to turn over the
9.1
amounted
to
only
per
the winter
cent This makes the area remaining wheat and flour belonging to the
colonists to them, W. C. Lillywhite
to be harvested a record one of
and J. J.' Huber have gone to Colonia
acres.
Indications are that Kansas will Morelos to dispose, of the .provisions
hnvA a. ctod of 132.000,000 bushels, or as best they may.
4K.R0O.OflO bushels more
than lasf
or
Masson. on the Job
Oklahoma
55,600,000,
and
year,
San Diego, Calif., May 7. Ueutenbushels more than last year.
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SHELL FISHERIES
Atlantic City. N. J. May 7. Uni
SHIPS A
DOCKS
form laws for the conservation of me
American shell fish Industry are to
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Watch
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Front
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Our
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the conference are representatives of Hugs Ocean Greyhounds Are Stretchsd
We think It will be fair tonight and Friday.
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tificate of incorporation granted several days ago the objects of the cor- from whooping cough are compelled
To to go to dispensaries.
From these,
poration are stated as follows:
establish and maintain as a perma- after having waited and mingled with
nent and useful memorial of the cen- other groups of children they are sent
tury of peace and amity that has fol- home, often untreated because of lack
lowed the signing of the treaty of of suitable provisions, and with no InGhent on Christmas eve, 18l4, In the structions as to the care and prevencity of New York, and for the benefit tion of the spread of disease. As a
of the citizens of the state of New result of the discussion It was unani"York and of the United States ge- mously voted by the doctors to have
denially, buildings which shall be
voted to the housing and proper
of permanent exhibits in the
following branches, among others, of
the industrial and peaceful arts:
Electricity, steam, astronomy'and
safety appliances, aviation,
mechanical arts, agriculture, mining,
labor, efficiency, historic records,
health and hygiene, textiles, ceramics
and clays, architecture, scientific embellishments, gardening, roads and
road building material, commerce and
trade, printing and books. The location of the proposed museum buildings has not 'been definitely settled.
The place which stands out most
prominently as a possible Bite Is that
section west of Riverside park and
street to about
north of Ninety-sixtOne Hundredth and Tenth street.
nav-igatio-

h

Whooping

.

'

Cough a Menace

New York's failure to provide ado
quate municipal facilities for the
treatment of whooping cough cases
was described as a "crying disgrace"
t a meeting of New York's leading
physicians held recently. It was pointed out that the death rate in whoop
ing cough is greater than that in scarlet fever and that more than 6,000
children under six years of age die
of ithfe disease in this country annually. In New York city in 1913 from
the imperfect statistic available, it
is known that mora than 500 children
fell victims to the disease. In all the
oity hospitals there are today just 40
fceds available for the treatment of
children 111 of whooping cough In its
advanced and worst stages. Under
present conditions children suffering

WOMAN WOULD
NOT GIVE UP;
Though Sickand Suffering; At
Last Found Help in Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
" When I started
Richmond, Pa.

taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

Compound I was in a
dreadfully rundown

state of

health,

had internal trou

bles, and was so ex
tremely nervous and
prostrated that if I
had given in to my
feelings I would
have been in bed.
As it was I had
hardly strength at
times to be on my
Jeet and what I did do was by a great
effort I could not sleep at night and
of course felt very bad in the morning,
and had a steady headache.
"After taking the second bottle I noticed that the headache was not so bad,
I rested better, and my nerves were
stronger. I continued its use until it
made a new woman of me, and now I
can hardly realize that I am able to do
so much as I do. Whenever I know any
woman in need- of a good medicine I
highly praise Lydia E. Pinkham's VegMrs. Frank
etable Compound."
Clark, 3146 N. Tulip SL, RicbmomLPa.
Women Hare Been Telling Women
for forty years how Lydia E.PinkhamB
Vegetable Compound has restored their
health when suffering with female ills.
This accounts for the enormous demand
for it from coast to coast If you are
troubled with any ailment peculiar to
women why don't you try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound T It
will pay you to do so. Lydia E. Fink-baMedicine Co., Lynn, Mass. ,
m

a committee appointed which shall
present to the health commissioner a
recommendation urging the establishment of wards for the treatment of
urgent cases of whooping cough and
segregated centers where children suffering from uncomplicated cases can
be isolated. Further that pavilions
for the treatment of the disease be
built near the water fronts. These
pavilions would be for the care of the
more serious cases. For the uncomplicated cases it is suggested that disused ferry boats and barges be moored to city piera. For such boats would
probably be needed in Manhattan.
World's Greatest Office Building
The corner stone of the new building which is being erected on the former site of the Equitable Life building
was laid several days ago. Excavation work for this immense structure
has been In progress for some time
and the steel framework is now rap-Idl-y
going up. When completed the
structure will rise 53" feet and six
inches above the curb line of Broadway. Below the curb lino there will
be another 50 feet. There; will be 38
stories above ground and three below.
These will give a floor space of nearly 45 acres. When fully occupied it
is estimated that there will be 15, M0
workers, men and women, wit'-walls- .
It is estimated that the annual rental of the building will amount
to about $3,500,000.
The foundations
of this enormous structure will have
a weight of over 200,000 tons, as
against 103,000 tons of the new Municipal building. Altogether there will
be about 935 feet of giant caissons of
concrete and steel each 80 feet long,
down to bed rock. The great cofferdam extends 85 feet below the wrb
line to solid rock. The steel frame- work; will weigh about 35,000 tone
when placed in position. For tihe
outer walls and interior partitions 22,-000,000 bricks will be required, be
sides 350,000 square feet of marble. It
is also interesting to know that the
building will have over 5,000 windows
and twice that number of doors. There
will be 48 elevators in six banks of
eight each, and two sidewalk lifts to
take icare of those below ground. The
express elevators will run at a speed
of about 7 8 miles an hour. It is
a peculiar coincidence that on the
identical site o this building the first
elevator in any offlae building was
installed in 1870l
Uptown Gotham Remodeled
Two important
changes will be
made shortly in the Forty-seconstreet section of New York. Both are
due to the increasing commercial and
transit developments of that section.
One will be th.e closing of tihe famous
Grand Union' hotel and the other will
be the demolition of several old struc
tures on Fifth avenue to make way
for a new ten story building to be
erected by one of New York's large
retail clothing firms. The closing of
the Grand Union hotel Is caused by
tire fact that the property has been
condemned by the city in view of the
enormous excavation work which will
be necessary beneath that hostelry for
'
the subway extension. Nothing definite la known as to what will be done
with the plot after the subway work
is finished, but its central position
wilt assuredly lead to some high class
deevlopment, doubtless of a commercial character. This will be the second well known hotel doomed by the
subway, the first having been the old
Astor house. With the destruction of
the Grand Union hotel the days of
-

For nearly half a century the Grand
Union has been one of the most popular and best paying houses in the
city. In 1876 It was the leading hotel
of New York although in recent years
It has given way to more modern
hotels. Many of the patrons of the
Grand Union have lived there for 20
or 30 years, but they have been ordered to find new quarters as the old
hotel will be turned over to the
wreckers within a few days.
Where Tlpa Go
When the patrons of New York's
hotels, cafes and restaurants pass
their wraps over to the liveried boy
in the check room and incidentally
pass over a "tip" many of them do
not realize that they are contributing
to one of the greatest grafting enterprises in the city. A recent investigation revealed the fact that the
check boy does not receive th j money
that is supposed to go to him. In
stead It is turned over to the owner
of the "check room privilege." This
privilege is sold by the hotel proprietors for sums ranging from $500 to
$3,000 a year. In many cases the salaries of the doorman anl the elevator
boys are added to this amount. The
check boys are paid from $8 lo $12
a week, according to their ability to
obtain tips from the guests. Where
the public Is misled is in the uniform
of the bfy. When the boy receives
"his" reward he apparently places it
in his pocket and the general public
believes ft 'goes to him. This, however, is not the case for within the
pocket there is a "blind pocket." The
coin passes through a slit into this
pocket and there it remains until the
boy goes off duty, at which time his
uniform is passed over to his employer, who extracts the collection of
coins contained in the blind pocket.
In other words the money which is
intended for the check boy really goes
to the enterprising man who rides
about In an automobile collecting easy
money from the generous public.
--

For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years whenever my liver shows signs of being
in a disordered condition. They have
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief," writes Mrs. F. H.
Trubus, Sprlngvllle, N. Y. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

MAY 7, 1914.

CHARITY OFFICIALS CONFER
Memohis. Tenn., May 7. The an

nual conference of the American As
sociation of Officials of Charity and
Correction began in this city today
and will continue over tomorrow. The
delegates to the conference will remain to take part in the annual
meeting here of the National Confer
ence of Charities and Correction,
which will have its formal opening
tomorrow.

IKE'S SALTED MINE

thousand dollars In the other, and order! not to come home till he had
made his fortune and a man of himself at the same time, Setango Gulch
spotted a good thing. There sat Dicky
In the White Horse hotel, owned by
Ike Brown, sipping his lemonade and
talking of his expectations. .
"'You see. boys, I've been kind of
wild,' he says. 'But I've cut out the
drink for good and well, it's this way."
And he showed us the picture of a girl
with innocent gray eyes and light,
fluffy hair and well, you know the
l:ind. 'She'll wait a lifetime for me,'
says Dicky, 'And I allowed she would.
"He was a good thing, and even five
thousand dollars is worth picking up.
if it can be done easy. Now Ike Brown
li:td about half a dozen worked out
placer mines. They were pocket mines,
meaning to say there wasn't any gold
in them except a few pockets of the
metal that had washed down from the
mother lode about the tinte of the
"leltige. when the thin trickle of watei
;hat now ran there had been a roaring
stream, and when they was .emptied
(he gold Was gone. Ike had picked thf
pockets dry and then salted them with
gold dust fired from a shotgun for
suckers like Dicky Mears. They were
scattered here and there along the bed
Nobody 'was mean enough to warn
Dicky, and as Ike had got him first It
wouldn't have been gentlemanly to try
to get him away till he was dry.
"'Though,' says I to myself, 'if it
was me, "I'd let him off for three
may be, on the price of the
Green Star, for the sake of the girl.'
"Ike only let Dick stay three dayi
In Setango Gulch, and what he didn't
see In that time was a wonder. For instance, when the water carts come In
from Montserrat, fifty miles away,
which was the only way we had to get
the stuff, he thought they carried kerosene, and his morning
bath, which
was worth twenty-fivdollars a time,
made Ike grit his teeth. So as soon as
he could he got him out to the Green
Star, where he left him with three
months' grub and a heap of dynamite
cartridges. 'Stand back after you've
lit the fuse until you hear the explosion, Dicky,' says Ike. 'You'll find
thou-eand-

,

e

Advice of Mother no Doubt Pre
vents Daughter's Untimely End.

d

Ky. " I was not able to do
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband fie
could not do me any good, and he had
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
I took eleven bottles, and now 1 am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui Is the best medicine in
the world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We ' ow
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands df other weak women
Ready,

In

the past 50 years.
At all druggists.
Writ

to.--

Chattanooga Medicine Co., LadiM?
Dept.. Chattanooga, Tenn.. lor
Itutfmeticni on your caw and a
book, "Horn
Iraatmaol lot Woman. u clam wrapper.
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"What's That!" Yells Ike.
enough water to dip up In your tin
basin If you make a hole about the
middle of the bed. Good-by- .'
"'Goddtiy,' says Dicky, In a dream,
and Ike rides home with Dicky's five
thousand lollars in his pocket
"Just atout three months later, when
we'd forgotten Dicky, he comes Into
Setango, having walked all the way.
He hadn't seen the color of gold.
"That'i too bad, Dicky, says Ike.
'Of course, it may be you didn't strike
the vein. Why don't you write home
for another five thousand, and I'll
stake you to your board on the chance
of your naklng the old man fall for

if"A

SAVES DAUGHTER

EUtOGY OF SENATOR CULLOM
Springfield, lllj, May 7. At the
opening session of their annual
r
meeting here today the members of
the Illinois Historical society listened to an eloquent address on the life
and services of the late Senator Shel
by M. Cullom, delivered by Henry A.
Converse of this city. The sessions
of the, society will be concluded towas
as
as
far
"That
he got I had morrow evening with the annual adIrawn up close by to hear what Iks dress to be delivered by Judge O. W. ENGLISH
NEW
WRITER SAYS
tad to say, and I wasn't going to stand Carter of Chicago. '
MEXICAN WILL DISCOVER
tor no more gold mine sales. But Ike
INDIAN'S ORIGIN
topped short there, for la the door-raRelieves Bladder Distress and
stood Dicky!
Weaknes
Santa Fe, May 7. "The New York
"He was scratched from head to foot
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
ind covered with blue mud, but the disappear when the kidneys are strong correspondent of the London Standard
flrl ran to him Just as he was and he and healthfully active. Take Foley thinks the origin of the American Inlook her into his arms and she put her Kdlney Pills for that burning, scald- dian will be solved by Dr. E. I Hew-ett,- "
head down and Just cried for Joy. Even ing sensation-irregulapainful action-heavdirector of the School of Amerisore feeling and bladder dis- can
0ce looked a little foolish at that
at Santa Fe, so says
Archaeology
"When she had done crying Dicky tress. You will like their tonlo res
W.
the
R. Harris, D. D.,
Rev.
Very
torative
relief
from
rain
effectthe
put his arm round her waist and
quick good results. Contain no LLD., in an illustrated article on
turned to Ike.
" 'What are you going to do about harmful drugs. Try them. O. G. "Primitive Civilization of the Ameri
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
can Indian," in the "Annual Archeo-logicIt?' he asks.
Adv.
" 'About whatr asks Ike.
Report," of the minister of edu" 'About that seven thousand, you
cation of Ontario and printed by or
TO WELCOME GOVERNOR
:onfounded Bwlndler,
roars Dicky.
Woodstock, Ont, May 7 Wood der of the legislative assembly of that
There wasn't an ounce of gold in
either of those two mines, and I have stock is putting on holiday attire in Canadian province.
However, Dn, Harris is not optimis
Information that you salted them after anticipation of the visit to be made
tic that the work of Dr. Hewett Prohere tomorrow by the Duke o'
working them out.'
t,
"'Oh, pshaw!' says Ike. Them's
governor general of the Dom- fessor S. O. Morley and of the other
good properties, Mr. Mears. I'd take inion, His
royal highness will be ac members of the expedition of the
,
Ihem oft your hands it I had the mon-ythe Duchess of Con- - School of American Archaeology at
companied
by
only I'm down to my last hundred
lust now. Maybe next summer I naught and Princess Patricia. Elabor Qulrigua, Guatamala, "will reflect any
ate preparations are being made for light on tiie origin of the American
will '
" 'Oh, you will, will you V sneers the reception and entertainment of Indian." Still, continues tbe writer,
Dicky. 'I guess what youll take back the royal visitors.
but waiving all ' speculation and
Is a million gallons of water, and untheory, we are satisfied that Yucatan,
less you take it I'll cram it down your Dull
Swollen
Hands
Feeling
and Feet Tabasco and Central America are desswindling throat'
'
Due to Kidney Trouble
tined to return the best results to the
"What's that! yells Ike. 'Water,
Your kidneys need help when your investigations of the archeologist and
lid you sayT'
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and of
the student of ancient American
" 'I said water and I meant water,' you feel dull and
sluggish. Take Fohistory.
'You
Admitting that Mexico and
infernal
scoundrel, ley Kidney Pills. They are tonic, stim
yelled Dicky.
you dammed it back and sold me a ulating and strengthening and restore parts of South America had at one
river, and the first blast I made in the your kidneys to healthy normal action. time a civilization equal to that of
bard rock dislodged it. The whole Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red Central America, still, Yucatan, GuatCross Drug Store. Adv.
bed's a roaring torrent.'
emala anl Honduras have preserved!
"Ike waved him back. "Dicky he
the most complete memorials of the
IMMIGRATION DISCUSSED
yelled, 1 give In. I apologize. I'm anyremote past and their monuments of
thing you like to call me, but I'll give
Memphis, Tenn., May 7. At the the past are more accessible to examyou your seven thousand this instant sessions of this, the second
day of ination."
(or the rights.' And he reached for his
the
annual
of
the
national
meeting
bank book.
" 'Hold on,' says I. This is where I Conference of Jewish Charities, the
come in. I'll give you twenty thou- principal subjects of discussion were
ATTORNEYS
Oriental immigration and the effects
sand, Dicky.'
" 'Thirty,' yellB iW
of the opening of the Panama canal
HUNKER & HUNKER
" 'Forty,' says I.
cn the distribution of immigrants in
" 'Have you all gone crazy?" Inquires
George A. HunKer. Chester A. Hankaa
Anerica. The meeting will conclude
Attorneya-at-LaDicky.
" 'No,' I tells him, 'but if you've tomorrow afternoon with the election Las Vegas.
New Mexls
turned that antediluvian river back in- of officers.
to its bed it means a , forfune for
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Setango and an irrigation plant that'll Feel Dull and Sluggish? Start Your
reclaim about fifty million acres, not
Dentist
Liver to Working!
to mention free baths for everybody.'
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca- (
Dental work of any description at
" 'I'm sorry,' says Dick, real hum- thartic Tablets, liven
your liver, overmoderate prices
make you feel
ble, 'but I nodded when Mr. Ike Brown come constipation
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
said thirty, and I guess I'll have to let lively and active again. J. L.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413.
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
him take it.'
East Las Yegas. New Mexico
"Ike writes him out a check and I disagreeable symptoms were entirely
removed by the thorough cleansing
go sadly homeward. And that night
Cathartic
Tablets gave me."
Dicky is married and he and his bride Foley
They're a wonder. . O. G. .
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladle
lights out for the coast, carrying a and Red Cross Drug Store. Schaefer
Adv.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
suit case stuffed with bullion.
"No, sir, there wasn't any water on
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
the Blue Shank property."
MONUMENT CO
Treatment Facial Massage, Manl-(Copyright, 1914, by W. Q. Chapman.)
cure, Chiropody.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Steam Laundry Building
,
IN
WORK
s
HELPED SURVEYORS
23 Years Practical Experience.
Phone Vegas 128
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
British Expedition Found the Wireless
Telegraph of Almost Invaluable Assistance.

nrst

Wing she does Is, naturally, to
ak for Dicky.
-'Dicky asks Iks. THcky Mears?
IFby. yea Ha started out to work a
troperty he bought soma little Urn
igo, about sixty miles from here. I'm
lorry I can't take you there, miss, see-n-g
as bow I've got business over la
By FRANK FILSON.
"When Dicky Mean was sent west Lieeson's tomorrow, but I reckon HI
"Yank would let yon have a backy bis loving and
parent
with his ticket in one pocket and five ward '
He

TRAVELERS MEET IN COLUMBIA
Columbia, S. C, May 7. Columbia
is entertaining for two days the annual convention of the South Carolina
division of the Travelers' Protective
Association. A large and representative attendance marked the conventions initial session, which was held
this morning with President J. Kf. Wat-kin- s
of Greenville in the chair The
sessions will continue over tomorrow
and will be interspersed with several
features of entertainment prepared
for the visitors by the local commercial organizations.
Helps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
Everybody Satisfied
Everywhere people are taking Foley
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied A.they
T.
rUhora to takn them also.
"I recKelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says:
ommend them to all who suffer from
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can take
for backache, weak back and rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..

(THRU J

cou)le of weeks later two thousand comas, and the old man adds that
his sentments Is about the same, only
a little bss cordial, and, anyway, that
is to be ;he last. By the same post as
he'd wrtten to his father by, Dicky
sends a etter to the girl. He said he'd
had bad luck, and he thought it was
his duty to let her go, but If ever he
made hs pile and she wasn't married
he'd cone back to claim her.
"Ike wis sort of glad that Dicky got
sort
his momy, being a
of a felbw, and he agreed to seli
Dicky tie Blue Shank for his two
thousam, and to throw in six months'
outfit of flour and bacon into the bargain. St Dicky starts out again, and
Ike sml pleasantly and allows that
he'll rui down south for the winter,
setting tut Just about the time that
Dicky's lue to return.
"After three months had gone by 1
began tt feel uneasy, somehow. You
see I'd crt of taken a liking to Dicky,
and it eemed to me that it was all
right to iell him the Green Star, seeing
it was eperlence he was getting, but
that Blu Shank business sort of unsettled ne. 1 hoped he'd hit upon a
pocket cmewhere on the Blue Shank
property though Ike had gone over It
with a we comb. And just as my
hepes ns beginning to sour me
who should come on the
against
'
scene bit the girl.
She ome in on the afternoon
coach aid puts up at Ike's hotel, and
good-hearte- d

Commander Herbert A. Edwards,
the officer sent by the British government for a period of three years to
command the Bolivian survey commission, recently returned to civilization
after having completed over 200 miles
of frontier survey.
The party, whose duty was to survey mostly unknown country, the disputed frontier between Bolivia and
Brazil, traveled up the Abuna river to
a settlement called Santa Rosa, whence
they cut across country to meet another section of the commission. Both
parties then returned down the Abuna
on the completion of the survey.
The great achievement of the expedition Is that they fixed all their
sent by
longitudes by
wireless telegraphy from Porto Vallo,
situated 120 miles from the base of
operations. A party was left at Porto
Vallo, and, by the courtesy of the
Brazilian government,
were sent every night
Commander Edwards carried with
him a rough receiving set and a long
wire, which was rigged up on trees.
He has proved that wireless telegraphy will enable the explorer to dispense with chronometers, and easily
and accurately fix all longitudes.
Commander Edwards says this will
begin a new era in exploratory surveying. He eulogizes the work of a
wireless expert, Mr. Chapman, who
labored night and day to make th6
experiment successful. In the course
of his work this gentleman had terrible experiences with hornets, ants,
and other pests. Ha was provided
with climbing Irons In order to ascend
the highest trees.
The commissioners have still to
erect boundary marks along a portion
of the frontier, but the commencement
of the rains will render it impossible
to deal, .this year, with a section of
40 miles of frontier which, it was
hoped, would be covered during the
present season.

see the announcement of
of our annual Hotpointsnle
Buy a Saturday Evening Post on sale today turn
to the center opening, and read, the announcement
of this annual sale. And read about the remarkable
new electric store to be featured at half price all
next week

time-signa-

time-signa- ls

Again the Bride.
Mrs. MacDonald was a young housekeeper and marketing was new to her.
One morning she went down to the
market to get some supplies.
"I wish to get some butter, please,"
she said to the dealer.
"Yes, ma'am," he. replied, "do you
wish roll butter?"
"Oh, no," she replied, quickly.
"Toast butter. We never eat rolls."-'Jlustnted Sunday magazine.

new electric stove
regularly $5.00 for only S2.50!
ocs regular family cooking!
--r

El Glostovo the
1

.
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Oocratcs from

anvlamo-socke- t
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And uses ordinary k 1 1 c h e n

dishe.

Regularly priced a third lest than others less effless than
icientat half price, it will be
other electric stoves not near so efficient.
two-thir-

ds

But come and see the stove itself.

Also don't forget
Ladies Guild will hold their Ba.kery
Sale at our office Saturday May 9th from 2 to 5

the

P, M, This gives you a chance to buy your Sunday dinner and help the Ladies. We will also
serve you with toast and coffee FR.EE"and
other good things to eat cooked by Electricity.

Las Vegas Light t Power Co.

TV
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find himself without supporters. As a
of fact the chief hold he has
on his followers now lg due to Villa.
The latter, who la a fighter and
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fired the imagination
of the Mexicans. If he said the word
Carranza would disappear as a figure
Publisher by
In Mexico.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Carranza realizes this.
His diplomatic language should not
(Incorporated)
mislead tis into forgetting that his
effoit Is to remain solid with his
chief
.Editor.
M. M, PADGETT.
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The possibilities of a one-rooEntered at the postotflce at Bait school are set forth
graphically in a
Las Vegas, New Mexico for trans- - bulletin, that has been
issued, by the
.
ttsalo through the United States Unlted stateg feureau of
con.
,
pans as second cues
Adams county, Neb., which was the
first rural school in that state to do
TERM8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
work In domestic science
systematic
Carrier
Dally, by
Per Copy
I .06 and agriculture. This school, which is
-- .
...
One Week
J5 near Hastings, has no better equip.65 ments nor surroundings that the avOne Month
7.60
erage rural school. In many respects
One Tear
it is not as well equipped as many
Dally, by Mail
$6.00 other schools.
One Tear (In advance)
The beginning of the work in domes3.00
Btx Months (In advance)
7.00 tic science- - was the outgrowth of an
One Tear (In arrears?
3.75 Industrial county teachers institute,
Six Months (in arrears)
held In the county . during the last
of August, 1912. Nothing was
week
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
offered at that" Institute but agricul
',.
GROWER
ture, the county superintendent pur
$2.00
One Tear
set.
1.00 chased a work bench and complete
lx Months
of tools and a kitchen cabinet. On
the closing day of institute a spelling
contest was hold and these articles
(Cash In Advance for Mall
were awarded to the best spellers.
Subscription!.)
'
Remit by check, draft or money The teacher In district No. 40 won the
erder. If sent otherwise we will not kitchen cabinet.
be responsible for loss.
Late In tho fall the teacher and
Specimen copies free on application. larger girls ' began to lay plans for
work iu cooking. The pupils furnishAT ed the material, and under the teachALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
er's directions prepared a number of
EXPIRATION OF TIME
articles of food. During the cold
PAID FOR
weather they prepared soup or an oatmeal porridge for their lunch. They
the also baked bread, cooking cakes, etc.
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest dally and weekly circulation This work wss all done toy the girl9
of any newspaper in northern New under the guidance of the teacher.
Mexico.
One of the pleasing features of the
work. was the fact that the school wns
able to overcome the objections made
TELEPHONES
teachMain 2 by many people concerning the
Business Office
in school, in that
of
the
subjects
ing
2
Main
News Department
no time was taken from the regular
school hours. The pupils did the work
before and after school and at the In
THURSDAY. MAY 7, 10U.
termission periods. This year the same
objection is not advanced. The school
MEXICANS LOVE US LITTLE Is still doing the work as in the previous year and has also added sewing
The protest seat by Carrnnza,
to the course. They now give a part
constiutlonalist leader of Mex- of three afternoons each week to this
ico, was probably designed for its ef- work time taken during the school
fect on the part of the population that hours.
has espoused his cause, says the St.
The work In sewing is especially in
It is scarcely teresting. The pupils keep notebooks
Louis
possible that Carranza did not realize of all their work. They write up their
' what strenuous efforts President Wilnotes at the close of each lesson and
son was making to eliminate Huerta fasten in their notebooks the-- work
and pave the way for a new regime in they are doing, so far as they cant
Mexico. But Carranza had to bear in This includes samples of fancy and
mind the prejudices of the Mexican plain patching, the various stitching,
people. That they love the American hemming, darning, etc. The complete
little" is the consensus of opinion of articles,, such as plain and fancy
observers. Officially the hatred the a'prons and plain dresses, are taken
'
Mexicans bear for their neighbors is home and used as finished.
This spring the pupils are studying
glossed over,1 but the rank and file
and the subordinate officials- - make elementary agriculture with the other
little pretense of friendliness" to this work. A great deal of it will be experimental work, such as the testing
country and its citizens'.
of
seeds, testing the water holding ca-The Inhabitants of northern Mexico
are more bitter than those of other sec- ipaclty of various soils, a study of
tions of the country because they have soils, testing of milk' for butter fat
Iborne the brunt of reauent clashes study of plants, etc.
The school has a kitchen cabinet a
Along the border. In southern Mexico three-holoil stove with oven, a set
the people'know practically nothing of
and
various utensils necesdishes,
bout Americans. In Mexico City the
to
on
this work. Other
sary
carry
tetter element of the population has
will be added trum time to
ome regard for the people of this equipments
time. The
of the district are
country. Many of our citizens have interested inpeople
this phase of the school
engaged in business there.( Their inas much as they are In the book
vestments and' their directing energy work
It will set as leaven not only in
part
untfi
have been responsible
the succeed- the
.but also in the county.
community
ing revolutions Interrupted industrial It means the beginning of the intro
Jife, for a great measure of prosperduction ;of. some practical phases! of
ity. The Americans have been "good school work to supplement the work
'''
pay" and they have been at least
in books.
But in northern Mexico there
The present teacher is serving her
is little amity. The lower classes of first year
in the school. 8he la a high
Mexicans have not felt themselves on school
graduate of normal training
terms of equality with the "gringoes," course with
experience: She
vho have occasionally called them has never lived on a farm, but she has
'greasers." They have felt that this entered into the life work of the com
eauntry took much of the richest terr munity, in this way making up to a
ritory of Mexico In the last war and very large degree for, the lack of extbat it has its eyes fixed on the rest perience of farm life." "
"
That the men of Carranza and Villa
:
o
are held; together by hope of plunder
CACTUS-HAPLURALITY ;
has been often asserted, with a forSanta Fe, May 7. The selection of
midable array of proof. That even 2
a state flower Is not altogether set
per cent of them are actuated by any tied
by the ballot of the school chiV
of the lofty purposes set forth In offidren. It appears that the cactus has
cial, proclamations Is highly improbaa plurality but not a majority of the
ble. They would fight for any leader
votes. :Now comes Its opponents and
in whose skill and daring they beit is essential that the,', state
lieved. Their reward has been loot say
flower be one that lendsi Itself to decThey do not want liberty under law orative purposes, especially around
s it exists in the United States. Their
commencement time, that It shall be
calling would be gone under an estab a flower that can easily be raised in
lished order that would protect prpp-ert- y
gardens ind that blossoms spring,
from rapine. They would distrust summer and fall and in every portion
a leader allied with the United States, of the state The cactus does not lend
both because of their hatred of this Itself to decorative purposes, it bloscountry and because of the check that soms only for a brief period. ls not
the dvtllzed member of the firm would amenable to cultivation and above
put on marauding. They would pro- tertaln altitudes and in different secbably conclude that their leader had tions is not found at all How much
t'oen . UjcO. if ho accepted such an al- influence these arguments will have
liance If Carran.;a should side witn upon the state board of education is
lie United States he would probably not yet known.
-
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when Miss Eleanor Randolph
Wilson, youngest daughter of the
president, will be. married to William
Gibbs McAdoo, secretary ... of the
treasury, will bring together many
handsome gowns and toilettes of the
bridal party and the limited number
of guests wo are to attend, chiefly the
wives of the vice president and cabinet officers.
While it has been known for some
time that the arrangements for the
wedding were to be simple, and In
contrast with some of the brilliant
functions of the past yet this has not
affected the desire of the limited few
who had reason to believe they would
witness the 'event from making early
preparations for gowns suitable to a
function of this (character. One troublesome question had been the hour
of the ceremony, 6 'clock midway be
tween the usual requirements of an
afternoon or an, evening gown, and
also raising the question of whether
a hat was suitable to be worn at a 6
o'clock wedding function.
But these details have now been
solved by the two score or more matrons and maids who are to witness the
marriage. Nearly all of them will
wear gowns not seen here before this
season, and taffetas in light shades,
with cream and white laces, have
been the more generally chosen materials,.
Mrs. Marshall wife of the vice president, selected a costume of white net
and lace, made In the prevailing ruffled stylo, the skirt partly draped, with
broad embroidered flounces of net, and
narrower ones with lace edges. The
bodice has the lace and net in a
soft kimo'n'o blouse effect.
Mrs. Bryan, wife of the secretary of
state, will wear a very modish gown
of taupe taffeta, which has a large
flowered pattern of roses in deep
shade all over it. The draped skirt
shows a petticoat in front of embroidered old rose chiffon. The chiffon is
also inserted in the softly draped
waist, but a line of nearly white and
very fine lace, edged the
Mrs. Bryan selected
neck opening.
one of her small toques to wear with
this dress a becoming model In black
tulle and jet.
Mrs. Houston, wife of the secretary
of agriculture, will wear white a very
pretty model iu lace, with touches of
white. The
Jet and made-ove- r
and girdle are of old gold satin.
Mrs. Iane, wife of th secretary of
the interior, has chosen from among
her new frocks, a stylish but simply-n- i
ad e one of black flowered tissue
over lavender chiffon. Both these
gauzy materials form the bodice, with
ivory-tintelace around the V.shaped
opening at the neck.
Mrs. Daniels, wife of the secretary
of the navy, has chosen a becoming
dress of pansy colored charmeuse
with over draperies" of blue 'chiffon,
which is embroidered in pansies. The
purple straw hat she is to wear with
;
it Is wreathed with pansies.
.

:

In the editorial columns yesterday
Optlo made a throat to expose a
oertaln Las Vegas organization. It
stated, however, that until it had
heard from its special investigator it
would not proceed with the exposure. But now tbat the report of this
investigator is in and The Optic has
perused most carefully its contents.
It is no longer in doubt as to whether
it should go ahead and give the pub
lic the plain, unvarnished facts In tho
matter.
The Optic feels that its duty is
clear. It feels that in exDosinc- this
institution is doing a great , public
duty which the people of Las Vegas
will thank It for after the smoke of
battle has rolled away. It feels also
that this matter is so important, so
vital that it is above personalities and
even friendship. The truth, in the
course of a few days, must he told
no matter how, or who It may affect
Accordingly, as soon as The Optlo has
received a certain sworn statement
Rearing upon the, subject, it will ap
prise the community of the fact, It
will make public the entire renort of
its investigator.
The Optlo realizes fully the tremendous responsibility iavolved in
ihis self imposed task. It knows
that it may be subjected to vitriolic
criticism, but it sees its duty as clear
as our own New Mexico skies. See
ing its duty it is therefore, but a Btep
to perrorra It.
w"o pernans mav havA nn
idea as the identity of this institu
tion will be On the anxious seat To
these men The Optic has only this to
say. jf your conscience in Mif if
you have done your duty; if you are
not afraid to face honest crltinlflm
hold back that "short and
ugly" word
until the facts, all the facts, have
been made public.
The Institution referred to is not
one of the banks or loan associations
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CARLSBAD

PROJECT TO

ADVERTISE

ATfFAIR

WILL PUT UP

10 CENTS PER ACRE
FOR EXHIBIT AT THE SAN
DIEGO EXPOSITION

Santa Fe, May 7. Colonel Ralnh
Twitehell, president of the New Mex
ico board of exposition commissioners,
has gone to Carlsbad, Eddy countv. in
aid in the' campaign for an
appropria
tion Dy the Carlsbad Water Users' as
sociation of 10 cents per acre on the
20,000 acres of the Carlsbad .irrigation
project, voted on at a special election
called for that purpose. The appropriation is to be used to advertise the
lower Pecos valley, to bring land
seekers and buyers to Eddy countv as
well as tourists and capitalists who
will establish industries that will
create markets for the troducers un.
der the Irrigation project.
A huge model of the Carlsbad irri
gation system Is to be made by spec
ialists In Canada out of wood pulp' and
ts to show every fletaff'rf the
laterals, lakes and ' reservoirs, the
character of every sect ob. cities, set
tlements, schools, chiirchk Included
in the model Is to be' a njodel farm, a
model orchard and a Rodel of the
Carlsbad Spring on a jargr scale than
the general model. '
i '
Commissioner Guy A. Rsed secured
the submission of the proposition to
a special vote and also ha$ the prom
ise of P. a.' Tracy of a $5W donation
to the exposition board ftW the adver
tisement of the Carlshad lection. Tt
is niceiy tnat similar proviuon will beu
made by Artesia and that the' board
of county commissioners jwill' follow
the lead of Luna, Grant iColfax and
other counties In voting ei appropriation for" adequate representation of
every part of the county at the San
Diego exposition next yea1.
To Explore San Juan Basin
'
The prehistoric antlquies of the
San Juan basin will be explored this
summer by A. V. Kidder f the
y
museum of Harvard, university.
Mr. Kidder Is k' fnrmwr ehrtent of the
School of American Arclkeology at
Santa Fe and Is the author of one of
its 23 bulletins that intltid "Explor
ations in Southwestern ptah," and
with Professor Morley of the school,
wrote a monograph on "Tie Archael-og- y
of McElmo Canyon, Colorado."

William Faversham Is arranging to
produce next fall a new comedy by
"
Edwin Milton Doyle.
Joseph 'Santley has endedutiiB season in Inhsical comedy and Is giving
a series b? modern dances on the vaudeville circuit
Cyril Maude will return to America
next fall to present "Grumpy" In a
number of the large cities outside of
' '
' ' ""
New York:
has
William Hamerstein
presented
in 'ew Yorl; a scenic reproduction "of
Niagara Falls embraced In a dramatic
'
spectacle called "The Red" ;Slave of
."
Niagara."
Blanche Ring" will be1 seen 'again
fcext season
in "When Claudia
Smiles." Her present plans provide
for a tour through the south and west
' J
to the Pacific coast
The American play, "The Argyle
Case,' 'In whjch Robert Hillard Is now
appearing on the Pacific coast is to
be produced In London. Fred Terry will play the role now taken by
Mr. Hllllard.
Mr. Sheldon, the American playwright is to spend the greater part of
the summer in Italy, where he will
complete hia play from SuJerman's
'Song of Songs" and his fantastic
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
piece, "The Garden of Paradise;" both FOR RENT Furnished rpm, strictly
of which are to be produced next
modern. No healthseeters. Apply
season.
at Optic
.. ,
'

'

'
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A MOUNTAINAIR

at the White House late this after The
noon,

7, 1914.

ADVICE

THE OPTIC WILL PUBLISH, IN
FEW DAYS, THE REPORT OF
ITS INVESTIGATOR

The wedding

7.

Washington, May

DO
DUTY

WIVES OF CABINET MEMBERS SE
LECT HANDSOME
COSTUMES
FOR WHITE HOUSE AFFAIR

MAY

HAVE DECIDED FARMERS TO GET M'KINLEY COUNTY

TO

WEDDING

THURSDAY,

CHAUTAUQUA AR
RANGES TO HAVE A DE
PARTMENT FOR THEM

Mil

X

Up-lo-Da-

TOTAL ASSESSMENT . FOR TAXA-- ,
TION PURPOSES AMOUNTS
TO $8,042,599

A new and what promises to be a
big feature of the Mountainalr Chautauqua, which meets this year July 29
to August 7. Inclusive, is a department called the farmers' congress.
This department will be In charge of
Ralph C. Ely, who has already completed arrangements for the attendance of specialists In all phases of
farm and ranch work in the southwest The department of agriculture
has agreed to send three specialists,
one on road building, one on the silo
and dairy and one on live stock raising, especially as applied to open
range. This department will meet
daily in the forenoon and one particular phase of work will be specifically
handled each day.
It is the purpose of the management
of the Mountainalr chautauq.ua to assist every effort looking towards progress or development Realizing that
humanity's burdens ot tomorrow must
be carried by the boys of today, the
boys' camp of six weeks miration has
been arranged for and the camp will
in Baranca canyon, under the direction of Dwlght E. Porter
of the Oklahoma City high school.
Professor Porter plans to make this
a practical school in practical things,
as well as a vacation outing, and a
well selected library of boys' books
will be one of the camp attractions.
The boys will move into town for
Chautauqua and then go "with the archaeological class to Cuarai to witness
the work of excavation. The cost will
be reduced to the minimum and the
terms and dates will be announced as
soon as the approximate cost can oe
estimated.
Paul A. F: Walter, secretary of the
School of American Archaeology, announces that the class this year will
spend the first half of August at the
ruins of Cuarai, seven miles from
Mountainalr, the home of the New
Mexico state Chautauqua. The class
will be in charge of Dr. Edgar L.
HeWiett, director, who will also conduct the program at the closing exercises of chautauqua and he will follow the meeting of chautauqua with
a camp at Cuarai. The grounds upon
which these ruins are located now
belong to the museum of New Mexico
and definite steps will be taken this
year to preserve and develop them.
Chautauqua meets thl year July 29
to August 7, inclusive, and Dr. Hew-ett'- s
class will remain in camp twa to
three weeks after chautauqua closes.
Among the big days at the ehautau-qu- e
are good roads. In charge of Francis B. Lester, president of the New
Mexico Road Officials'' association;
education, In charge of Professor R.
F, A,splund, chief clerk in the department of education; Torrance county
day, in charge of Harry J. Fincke,
president Torrance County Development association, and W. C. T. TJ.

Santa Fe, May 7. The first assessment roll for 1914 has been received
by Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest
It is way ahead of time, for the county commissioners are supposed to pass
upon the roll finally ia July. The
roll Is from Gus Milholland, assessor
of McKlnley county and is a model
of neatness anjT completeness. One
of the features of this year's assessment rolls will be an alphabetical
index of persons assessed in each
county, together with the school dis
trict in which they have property assessed. The total for McKlnley county shows an increase of $60,000 even
above the figure to which it was raised last year by the state board of
equalization demonstrating that the
board committed no Injustice as far
as the total for McKlnley county Is
concerned.
The total gross assessment is
or on the basis of $1,420.70
per capita using the figures of the
last census less the Indian population,
which is not assessed. After deducting $84,697 of exemptions and dividing
by three, the taxable assessment is
$2,652,588, as against $1,592,694.58
in
1912, a gain of more than a million
dollars or almost 70 per cent In two
"
i
years.
The assessed valuation of the town
of Gallup Is $1,945,931; of the school
district of Guam, $2,094,910; the
school district of Gibson $1,834,416;
the school district of Page, 0892,953;
Ramah, $118,447; Precinct Five. $97,-28Ten. $102,871; Thirteen, $11,654,
and Fifteen, $288,177.
Almost 44 per cent of the assessed.
valuation is on the 70 miles of stand?
ard gauge railroad, the assessment
There is only one
$3,518,070,
other item that exceeds the million
dollar mark and that Is the 1,068,986
acres of grazing lands valued with imNext in
provements at $1,586,212.
amount is the item of 1906 town lots
and improvements, $990,456, of which
$(,86,569 is for improvements, leaving
the actual acreage value of each town
lot a little less than $160. Merchandise Is fourth in valuation, $397,266,
while the 2,138 acres of coal lands,
McKlnley county's greatest source of
wealth are valued at only $334,720, or
4 per cent of the total assessment.
Next to coal, tlmberlands are McKlnley county's greatest resource and
the 33,000 acres thus classified are
valued at $245,020. Add to that 22
miles of logging railroad valued at
$108,600, one saw mill $10,600 and
1,275,000 feet of lumber $13,650 and
the timber Interests, are assessed at
$377,870, or almost 6 per cent of the
'
total.
j
Adding ta the railroads,, the Pullman assessment of $18,174, 141 miles
of telegraph at $21,560 and telephone
lines ..ft, .$4,300 and that classification
runs up.to $3,562,104, or almost one-hal- f
of the total, so that If any one
Senator John Walter Smith of ! escapes his just share of .taxation, it
Maryland, whose term will expire is certainly not the railroads.
next March, probably will have form
The live stock Interests are assesser Attorney General Isaac Lobe ed at $190,350, or a little over 2
per
Straus as an opponent in his contest cent unless one add grazing lands
for renoinlnatonl.
and Improvements, when the total
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reaches $1,776,5C2, or over 22 per cent
The 36,275 head of sheep are assessed at $138,075 or about
f
per
cent, the 4,270 head of cattle at $118,-01or about one and a quarter per
cent, 845 horses $53,930; 148 mules,
$16,110; 40 burros, $240, and seven
one-hal-

swine,

$52.

Only one other classification
the $100,000 mark, bank stock,
$104,678; and only one other gets near
being one per cent of the total valu
ation, 11,843 acres of dry farming
lands with improvements, $78,543.
The 44 automobiles valued at $17,-41-5
or less than $400 a piece carry
less tihan one fourth pf pne per cent
of the tax burden.' Furniture is returned at only $."8,622, or about $5
worth for eaich inhabitant; books at
$1,834, or less than 18 cents worth
per capita, showing that McKlnley
county is hot at all literary. There
are 243 vehicles outside of automobiles, valued at $14,236; caddies valued
at $4,341; 179 sewing machines, or
one for each 60 inhabitants, valued at
$3,929; farming implements valued at
of the value of
$1,959, only
the automobiles; watches and clocks,
$4,867; Jewelry, gold plate, silverware,
$4,753, or about 40 cents worth'Vfor
each inhabitant; $20,820 worth of musical instruments which shows th;tothe
McKinley countyis are strongt'tfor
music for they have more than " ten
times In musical instruments what
they havefln farm implements, three
times as much as they have in tools,
which are valued at $6,055; five limes
as much as they have in sewing machines and 12 times as much as they
have in books.
'

one-nint- h

Republicans of the state of Wash
ington will meet In convention In
Tacoma next month to adopt a state
platform and consider plans preliminary to the state campaign which is
to be held this year.
..
.

THIS WEEK

WDITE, TAN, LIGHT BLUE, BLACK, TAUPE
Best Italian Silk Hose Superior in make, dye and quality at

75c Per Pair

ij

Friendship

Boy's Knee Pants if

and NAVY,

.

V

Pins

Guaranteed Silk Hose

;Tf f

le

Knickerbockers "
Worth $1 to $1.25
Per Pair Q9o

;

Through the Open W indow
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the figure from knee to shoulder, appears a graceful
outline. Naturally, the corset is responsible and.we in
turn will be pleased to be responsible for.your corset.

Warner's Rust

The new
Proof styles are
now being shown, beautifully cut to give the pre-se- nt
lines of fashion.

Pea-bod-

We are pleased to recommend them and
any pair of
Rust-Proof
Warner's
Corsets sold by us is

guaranteed not to rust, break nor tear.
Ai
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Herman llfeld went to Mora today
on a business trip.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad was a
business visitor here today.
W. T. Haley of Rifle, Colo., was a
"
i
buBlnesa visitor here today.
from Pag One)
(Contiuied
W. H. Shirley of Cherry vale was
.
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
sur
W. A. Duerr of Albuquerque came lan, the Mexican west coasi city,
constitutionalthe
to
rendered
vistoday
in last night for a short business
ists, according t6 a dispatch received
it.
"was still fighting, the
Ed Borgelt of Bapello came in yes- today. There
General Gurrera driv
added,
business
dispatch
short
a
terday evening for
federal garrlBon to
the
of
a
part
ing
visit
Tne dispatcn
front.
water
Beu-lathe
ward
of
Barker
Mr. and Mrs. 8. L.
of forwere business visitors in Las Ve- was signed Fabelo; secretary
Tel-leGeneral
Chhluahua.
affairs,
eign
gas today.
word
sent
commander
the federal
J. A. Pruett of El Paso, Tex, came
constitutionalists fchat he could
in last night for a several days' bus to the
do nothing but surrender.
iness visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hi A. Ralnken and
Aviators Harass Mazatlan
children of Watrous came in this
On Board U."S. S. California, Mazernoon for a short stay.
of
Mex, May 6 (via Wireless' to
McFarland
atlan,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Four persons
7.)
Chicago arrived In the city last night San Diego, May
were
injured toand
eight
killed
were
for a several days' visit
bomb that
a
of
Bert Gray of Hugo, Colo, came in day by the explosion
streets
.trAivnAd
the
into
city
last night and was a business visitor
,
rebel
biplanes.
from
time
short
a
today.
here for
fed- Firing between the rebel and
Dr. J. J. Bergmans, a well known
m
anu
1
physician of Mora, came in this after-- eral fortifications continues, forces
duel
thA
artlllerv
besieging
noon for a brief business Ivsit.
Jack Long, connected with the Las have had the better of it so far.
Vegas Motor Sales company, left today for Denver for a ehort business
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Put Your Money in our Bank and we :,
Will Keep your Accounts Straight
,

DHELDIIO BETOi

0

TASK

500-YEA- R

IS COMPLETED

A bank check is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each bUL It is eary to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keep your to
sbunts straight for yon and saves yon many hour of work and worry, start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
'- Ti
ijfWa pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
.
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Jf,

AT LAST

BLAME

CATHEDRAL

(Continued from Page One)
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w(yB of ingress to the mine camps.
There the strikers would be thrown

CT''

AT AREZZO, IN IT A--

WILL BE DEDICATED
THE NEAR FUTURE

a TRUST CO.

""PEOPLESBBANK

IS'5,

Florence. Italy,' May 7 The pic
Capital and Surplus $122,747.00
constant contact with the soldiers
and with strike breakers who come turesque little town of Arezzo, on the
is
and go from and to the coal mines. way from Florence to Perugia,
r,
about to celebrate the completion of
Should the camp be rebuilt
In 1903 Jersey City won the inter- its fourth championship season. Tor
it would be the advice of Colonel its cathedral which was begun over
Panama, May 7. Gorge A. Helfert
r
with onto is another new member of the
Lockett's staff that a heavy guard of five centuries ago.
governor of the territory of national league championship
In
rahas
the
made
with
ever
contrast
In
the
the
in
be
average
(.741)
highest
Philippines,
league. Erie and Toronto have taken
ZH.nboanga
placed
soldiers, Changed dally,
striking
ara by a team in the league. The "Skeet-ters- " the places formerly held by Guelp
in panami to assun.e
the colony as a protection to the pidity with which great structures are
strikers against possible molestation, erected in America, there are many studies as instructor to the police of
evidently played themselves oul and Berlin. The present circuit comso that the strikers themselves would buildings in Italy "which were begun the republic. There are now about in that year, for they have never prise
Ottawa, Hamilton, London,
Erie, Brantford, St Thomas, Peter-bor- o
have no occasion to bear arms.
many centuries ago which never 800 men in the force which polices been up there since.
and Toronto. The season will
have been finished, and never will the city of Panama and Colon and
Colonel Locket t contemplates a
continue until September 7. A total
stay of his entire command be since such an attempt might spoil other inhabited sections. It is said
of 112 games will be played. In toin the strike fields. From his own ob- the artistic harmony of the whole, to be the plan of President Porras
f 4servations and from reports submitted gained through centuries of wind, to have Mr. Helfert organize a force
day's opening games Peterboro ap
to him by his officers, he has con- weather and changing tastes. In- on the order of the Philippine con
WITH THE BOXERS.
peared at Erie, Hamilton at Brantcluded that the situation in Colorado stances of such unsuccessful attempts stabulary whose duties will be the
ford, Ottawa at St Thomas and Toronto at London.
is extremely grave, and one wbich have recently been seen at Florence policing of the interior of the repub- will necessitate extreme vigilance on and Milan where new facades have lie. These are to be both mounted
Sam Longford's next .bout will be
BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS
the part of the troops to prevent a been added to the old cathedrals, and unmounted and will be armed with Harry Willis in New Orleans.
tod
the
carbine.
a
derision
with
Toronto,
Tom
were
McMahon
Ont, May 7. The best
by
resumption of hostilities. He 'said
"Kid"
Kenneth
by
and
greeted
They
are matched to box; 20 rounds at Ver amateur boxing talent of the Dominday that his command, Instead of be- citizens who described them as sugar
ion has concentrated In this city for
Bagdad, May 7. A modern Robin non tomorrow.
ing lessened in the immediate future, decorations on a wedding cake.
will be strengthened and that probJack Dougherty, manager of Al Mc the annual championships of the Can
The architects have had more luck Hood, who selects tax gatherers 13
ably the troops would remain In the at Arezzo and what was aireauy a ms victims, is operating near iNejer, Coy, wants $15,000 for McCoy's end adian A. A, II. The entries to the
so numerous this
Vail has been out in the Nejef Ui the projected watch , with Billy tournament
district until the strike was perma- fine specimen of Italian Gothic arohl-lTh- e
CHARLESitBLANCHARD
visit,
n
tat-iU,
settled.
that
year
was
laid
Kerbela
laud
districts
cornerstone
at
Francisco.
San
nently
collecting
hftbeen, found necessary
Murray
tecture, whose
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Brown and chilto
Hendricks was in
cele-ie-s
allot
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nights to. the program.
now"
The
matched
Attorney
Freddie
Welsh
has
recently
1277.
been
complete.
is
a
dren me MttfiiSii.-roDIEDL
AST; INIQHT conference with Colonel Txckett for bratloh will take place in May,' and a sent by post to Bagdad 4,000 iiras of to box Harry Trendall in St Louis on The elimination events are scheduled
to attend the Gentry shows th!s
more than hour today, but neither he number of art loving foreigners are tiie amount ho had collected. Bo- - May 15. A week later, fin New Or for tonight and the finals for tomorafternoon.
row night and Saturday. All the
nor the .officer would talk of the mat- expocted to be attracted to the an- - t ween Nejef and Kerbela, the post Jeans, he is to meet Joe. Mandot
Mrs. Henry Levy left last night for WAS A PIONEER RESIDENT OF ters which
Colonel
matches are to be pulled off in the
discussed.
one
was
was
the
they
by
guarded
birthplace
gendarme
only,
which
cient town,
NEW MEXICO AND AN EARLY
her present home at Socorro,' N. M.,
Arena.
however, denied that the of Cilnius Maecenas, the patron of attacked apparently by adherents cf
Lockett,
DAY FREIGHTER
after having been visiting in this city
conference had anything to do w't Virgil and Horace.
the tribes from whom the taxes were
Jor the past several weeks.
collected. The money was taken from
the rumored request from the district
. .
Dave ftuston, representative for the
Last night at 9:05 o'clock, Charles attorney's office that the federal sol
BIEDE SHOWS HE IS
7. Re tho mall bags and returned to the
May
STANDING
Switzerland,
OF THE CLUBS
Geneva,
of
oldest
St Blanchard, one of the
pioneers diers be used to arrest any of those
Noyes Norman Shoe company
Vail has again resumed
The
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people.
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from
ports
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Joseph, Mo, arrived in Las Vegas of this city and widely known oyer
strikers or the guards who participat
as April 10 said that snow his task and is said, to have recover
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Mr. and ' Mrs. John Ensign left this from St Mark, Quebec, Canada, to sentlng Colorado, arrived here today tery
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MAY 7. 1914.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
8ALE
State of New Mexico, County of Saa
In the District Court SitMiguel.
ting In and for the Baid County of
San Miguel.

Samuel J. Ward.
Plaintiff,
"

S6e OPTIC

No. 7443,

John F. Gaylor, et al
Defendants.
In the above entitled action on the
17th day of September, A. D. 1913,
In the above named court, the Bald
plaintiff recovered Judgment against
the aforesaid defendants, for the sum
of $1050.0!) (Ten Hundred and Fifty
Dollars) and for Eighteen and
($18.65) Dollars additional aa costs of
suit, and for accruing interest and
accruing costs with a decree for the
foreclosure of the mortgage of real es
tate In the complaint In said action
described and heerinafter more fully
set out; and It was further adjudged
and decreed by the court on such
foreclosure that the plaintiff should
have a sale of said land by execution
on said decree to make the said
Judgment, principal and Interest and
costs; and it was further decreed by
said court that the defendants in said
action be foreclosed of all right, title,
interest and claim in and to the said
real estate and thereafter execution
was duly issued on said Judgment
and decree and placed In the hands
of the undersigned sheriff
of said
county of San Miguel, requiring him
to satisfy the Bald Judgment and decree by sale, of the said real estate
as hereinafter described.
Notice ' ts
therefore hereby given that the said
real estate has been by me levied
upon under the said execution
and
that at the east front door of the court
house In the Town Of Las Vegas, said
County of San Miguel, for the pur
pose hereinbefore mentioned I will on
May 29th, A. D. 1914, at the hour of
eleven o'clock in the lorenoon of said
(lay, offer for sale and sell, at public
vendue, to the highest and best bid
der for cash, in accordance with the
Jdugment and decree in the said
cause rendered, the folowine describ
eJ real estate, situate In the County
of San Miguel, state of New Mexico,
or so much thereof as may be necessary to make said Judgment. Interest.
costs, and accruing interest and accruing costs,
The Northeast
Quarter of Section Twenty (20) In
Township Fifteen (15), North Range
.Nineteen (19) East of New Mexico
Principal Meridian, containing
one
hundred and sixty (160) acres, more
or less. Interest accruing on ' said
Judgment to day of sale is Forty-fou- r
and
Dollars ($44.60), the prin
cipal of said Judgment, is Ten Hun
dred and Fifty Dollars, total amount
to be realized Is Ten Hundred Ninetv
four and
($1094.60) Dollars, to
gether with costs and accruing costs
which costs to this date are $19.90
Dated this April 21st, A. D. 1914.
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Sheriff San Miguel County, New Mex

lco.
,
E. V. Long, Attorney for
plaintiff;
posofflce address East Las Vegas
New Mexico.
,
'

.:

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, in conformity with
No. 78 of the Laws of the Stat nf
New Mexico passed at the Second
iiegular Session of the First Legislature of eald State for the year 1913.
provision Is made for the holding of
Special Elections to regulate the barter, sale and iexchanee of Intoxioatine
liquors In districts designated, within
any County of New Mexico, and a
proper petition having been filed by
qualified electors of the following de
scribed district, within the County and
ttate aforesaid;
Now, Therefore, the Board of Conn-t-y
Commissioners of the County of
San Miguel, state of New Mexico, on
this first day of April, A. D. 1914, in
regular cession, do hereby proclaim
and give public notice, that a special
election will he held within the following described district, County of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
Tuesday, May 26th, A. D. 1914, for the
purpose of submitting to the qualified
electors of said District the question
of whether or not the barter, sale or
exchange of intoxicating liquors shall
be prohibited therein, as provided by
said Act,
District proposed to be voted for
as Prohibition District:
Bounded on the- - North by the hill
commonly called of San Miguel; on
the South by the same boundary of
the Precinct of San Miguel; on the
East the same boundary of said Precinct of San Miguel; and on the West
the same boundary of the aforesaid
Precinct of San MigueL
and the polling place designated within? such District and the election
Judges and Clerks name to conduct
said Bpecial election at such polling
place bv order of the said Board ren
dered this day, are as follows,
Foiling place:
House of David TJrloste:
Judges of Election!
f
David TJrloste
Francisco Duran,
Antonio A. Tapla,
;
to-wi-

to-wi- t:
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RESTAURANT
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TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. a
A. M. Regular com-

FRATERNAL

i

BROTHERHOOD

Mft

Meets every Monday nisnt
O. R. C. hall, on Dong-laareata
8 o'clock.
Visiting member are se
dlally welcome.
J. C. Worts, 11.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; A, ft
Bally, Treasurer.
iqz

munication first and
third Thursday In
ec--h month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van
Petten, Secretary.

s

Meets first and third Yae
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers oordia
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
Five cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
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conclave
Wws
No ad to
Reg-lt4jkil-
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ANO CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

"
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LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THll BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

17AJT

65-10-0
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ta at
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All advertisement
lines
charged
sonic Temple
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E.
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Ma-

at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
C; Chas. Tamme, Re

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-

vocation firat Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Dea art
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No. I.,.. 7:20 p. m
7:45 p.
A. Brinegar, &
11:61 P.
P.; r. O. No. 4. ...11:54 n. m
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
Blood, Secretary.
2:3 a. m
No. II.... 1:35 p. m
2:0 b.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
West Bound
LODGE NO.
4. Meets everr
. .
.
Arrive
Mnn. S'CUUK
Defart
ai
their hall on Sixth street All
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m...,, 1:35 p.
visiting
brethren cordialiv
.
6:85 a. m...., 6:4 a.
, . .
"wi w aiiena. No.
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MILLINERY FOR SALE
.

For 30 days
win sell my stock for cost to close
It down. 609 Sixth street. Mrs. L.
P. Wright.

No.
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m.... 4:31 f.
m.... 7:0 y.
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ELKS Meets second and
evening of each
month Elks" home on vjnt. Lli DU CCL
FOR SALE Dining table, carpet and and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
.
.
Akna
,
.
ln
OVA
aa.JIaII
viuoi uuuseuma gooas, at sio Doug.Duiiuiy mvitea. Wm. H. Sprfnir-las avenue, Call after 5 p. m.
w,
ittllBa ituier; d. W. Condon
Secretary.
100 BUFF ROCK
baby chicks, $12.00.
Money must accompany order. Will KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF 8ECUR-ITtreat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
COUNCIL NO. 2390Meets in
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
W. O. W. hall, sixth
Btreet, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-manPresident; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR RENT Five room cottage, fur- - cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy,
Call at LeRoy Hotel, 018 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
. nisbed.
Montague,
Grand.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. Iff.
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in modern home, also single room; cannot L. O. 0. MOOSE
Meets second anfl
rent to consumptive. 1034 Eighth
fourth
Thursday
evening' each
street. Phone Main 608.
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
1

t....
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For YOU!
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Wan ted

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

,

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
NO. 841
I. O. of B. B. Meets
first

It

IV7

'

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
leam how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GER- I
MAN
I
PROCESS

Taea
Two reliable persons to day of the month in every
the
rooms
vestry
sell Buff Rock chicks. Commission. uf
Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
Write Mrs, Maggie E. Stevens, Hum m.
Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
boldt, Kan,
vlted. Isaao Appel President; Charlat
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
1
4
WANTED A man to take charge of Greenclay, Secretary.
SPOON
IT 'S
our business in Las Vegas and vicln.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
PKNUINE WM.
lty. Splendid proposition. Bond reMeet In the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
quired. Write Grand Union Tea Love at
SONS'ftAA
Woodmen of the World hall
Company, Colorado Springs, Colo. on the
STANDARD
second and fourth Mondays ol
for particulars.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
SILVER
WANTED Experienced cook. Apply Sonsul; Q. Laemmla, Clerk; B. W
Local Deputy. VIsitlni
Montague,
10&3 Eighth street.
FRENCH- members are especially weleone and
5REY
(STERWANTED Competent cook. Annlv cordially Invited.
LING) FINISH
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., 506 Columbia
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNavenue.
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
WANTED
Reliable girl for general fourth Thursday ln O. R. C. hall.
can be
Pioneer building. Visiting members
nouseworn. 725 Sixth etreet
4
this
city from
are cordially invited. Richard Derlne, I tained in
G. K.; Prank Angel, F. 8.
WANTED

la

d.

ALL GROCERS

miscellaneous

--

SPANISH lessons by an easy and
practical method. Terms moderate.
D. Trambley, 1215 Mora avenue.

1,000 Iba, or Mors, Each Del very
1K0 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 Ibs to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
60 Ibe, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than St lbs. Each Delivery

Clerks of Election:
Ernesto Garcia,
Jesus Crespin.
and except as hierein otherwise provided, said above special election shall
be held and conducted as provided by
law for general lections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 6th day of April. A. D. 1914. bv
the Board of County Commissioners
of the said County of San Miguel, New
Mexico, in open session.
Board of County Commission--'
ers of the County of San
(SEAL) Miguel, State of New Mexico.
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
Attest :
Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

AGUA PUR
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ANT Ads
Are Best :

Market Finders
Oassinttf 4A tcarea eat Ue seeplS

Chamberlain's Liniment
This preparation is intended espe
cially for rheumatism, lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It is a favorite with people who are well acquainted with its splendid Qualities.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind.,
says of it, "I have found Chamberlain's Liniment the best thing for
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and relieves pain and soreness. It has been
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
years." 25 and 60 cent bottles. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Tor

A

w..Me
.....150

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors eJ Hattral Iss, tte ParfU
Lasting Qualities et Whlea Have Made Las Teias rassu.
OFFICE 7S1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

.
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RETAIL PRICES
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

THURSDAY,

MAY

7,

SEVEN

1914.

011

PAY

siiragffliiPfKffi

111

11

And get "The Last Word in Household Efficiency
a Williams Electric Iron. It will last a lifetime, and will do the work faster,
better and with less effort on the part of the operator than any other.
Ironing day becomes a pleasure. NO TiORE WRINKLES in
the little wife's brow when you come home for lunch.

ust

mi

nshirie
0)

II

1L
1

Pay $7.8o in advance for one
year's subscription. It is exactly the
same price you are paying by the week or
month, and get this excellent HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY, and save your wife many weary hours of tiresome work
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
in a hot stuffy kitchen.

3o It Now Before Yom Forget It
m
m
ALL THE NEWS

ALL THE TIME

LAS VEQAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

EIGHT

TONIGHT

SPLENDID RELISH

A

MAY 7, 1914.

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
VTAE
,

BUCCANEERS"

"ONE OF TOE BRAVEST"
Two Real Goldseal Feature

Three Reel Goldseal
Feature

"A HOT FINISH" Nestor Comedy

u

I

"H01P0INT WEEK" TO'

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock thia evening.

Oscars Sauce
35c Per Jar
Try It
.

at

7:19

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Laa Vegaa orchestra at El

For Seindwltches use OLIVE RELISH
20c and 35c Glass Bottles
r

venir Sunday.
ner, 75 centa.

STEARNS STORE

Special Sunday

Por- din?

Adv.

Must ' cloee 'my millinery down by
June 1st Come and get a bargain.
Mrs.
P. Wright Adv.
Finch'e Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At th Lobby, of course. Adv.

Si1
rax.--

'

Grose, Kelly andi Company are In
stalling new fire doors at their establishment, complying with the new
insurance regulations.

.

' '

i B4v
-

Mr-

of Chapmir
A regular meeting
lodge: No. 2, A. F. & A. M.. will
held this evening at 7:30 o'clock!

Members and visitors requested to be
present.

WHAT IS IT?

It is the highest grade of shortening that can bejproduced

ASK YOUR GROCER
Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a 6ack of It and see how
yQur reputation, as a baker
will sonr. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth,
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack today.

E6e?

;

Las Vegas Roller Mills
4--

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.

W. C. Page,

FIRST NATiGNAif BANK
OP LAS
Capital, $100,000;;SnriJns

VEGASM.'. J::t

of service

t''
Interest Paid on Time Dcposlta
;. ;

At Ib8 Home of

'

'

and jUnrHvidedxonts, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
a.re prepared to j give the best
f.

'

;

'

y.

'

;

the Best of Eyeryllilng Eatable

EvaLporocted Raspberries

Just Received

TDE GBAAF & HAYVABD CO. STORE

BE A BUSY TIME

To the
Hostess

LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER
COMPANY EXPECTS TO
MANY VISITORS

Let our Bakery Department do
that worrying about

Refreshments
that you ' will serve

at

,'

your

party.
With "the First Class Equipment we have in our bakery department, any Idea you may
have can be worked out in
fancy cakes or anything else
you wish.

Try It Once

John H, York
Grocer and Baker

The frame building in the rear of
the Bridge bar on Bridge street, con
Next Sunday is Mothers' Day, acdemned some time ago, Is being torn
This will lessen the fire, ha cording to the officiar calendar. On
down.
that day everybody whose mother is
zard! on the West side.
dead is supposed to wear a white carBoots and shoes made to order, nation, while those with mothers livcripples fitted perfectly. Repairing. ing should wear a piuk carnation.
I have
my shop at 521
A new fire plug has been installed
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe by the water company at the West
end of the bridge on Bridge Btreet.
Martin. Adv.
This will come in handy in case of
On an average, about three trains fire.
Formerly it was necessary to
of stock are passing
through Las connect fire hose at hydrants sevVegas daily and the local Santa. Fe eral hundred feet away.
officials eay that this business will
William Broderick, who came to
continue to a certain extent until the
town with the Gentry shows,
has
latter part of June.
raised a question of constitutional
Due to the fact that Mrs. Linus L. law. Chief of Police Ben Coles, who
'
Shields, state president of the Chris- saw Broderick making a house-to- tian Endeavor, will be unable to visit house canvtass, told him to dleslst,
this city tomorrow night, the big ral not having a license. Broderick says
ly that was to have been held at the he was selling nothing but his labor,
Christian tabernacle for all the young and "the constitution of the United'
people's societies of the local church States makes it unlawful to prevent
es baa been postponed indefinitely.
any man from selling his labor, even
though he has no license." Broderick,
"Are We Disintegrating?" is the who is a sewing machine repairer,
subject of the sermon which Rev. 1'oints the Finder of Scorn toward
Dr. Jacob H. Landau will deliver to- Chief Coles and Views wlth Alarm
morrow evening at Temple Monte-fior- e the officers' action in transgressing
upon the occasion of the regular on his liberties. He also Points with
weekly worship. Bverybody is invit- Pride to his exalted position as a
ed to hear the sermon. The services constitutional law authority.
at the temple will begin at 8 o'clock.
Chief of Police Ben Coles proved a
jolly good friend to the kids today
when he gathered an overflowing au
tomobile load of youngsters and folChief Coles en
lowed the parade.
aa the klde,
as
much
the
joyed
trip
and his wide good natured smile lndi
cated aa much. There must have
been 40 youngsters in the oar.

.

stenographer and teach,er. She will
have charge of the stenography de
partment in the school. Mr. Campbell
la a capable teacher and thorough business man. He has had considerable
experience in newspaper work, having
been editor and publisher of the Ava
Enterprise for two years. Mrs. An
derson and Mr. Campbell said this
morning they would establish the
college here provided, after an in
vestigation, they found the opening
propitious.

a first

Everybody interested

hv

Guerin,

LIVERY a.nd REPAIRING
We also carry

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
..-

.

For Baby's Comfort and Mother's Convenience

uu)

U a combined Wheeler, Carrier, Bassinet and
II
can be poshed or pulled, carried on the arm orJumper.
wiU atand
alone can't topple orer. Can be changed from a wheeler
to a carrier or chair in an Instant sn.ni
i
aettles gently to the ground with the wheels out
"
'B"
oi uic way. no complicated mechanism
to get out of orderworks so simply
and easily that any
. grown child can do it.
Come and CAamiae It yourself.

.

REWARDS
PRESENT
STAFF FOR COMMENDABLE

SCHOOL

OF

GENTRY

Special Introductory
Prices This Month Only

1913-1- 4

At an adjourned meeting of the
school board last night at the oity
of all
hall, occurred the
the present teachers of the city
schools.
All those teacners who are
now employed In the school applied
for
and as all have proved
satisfactory, they were continued on
the job.
The board passed on the qualification of the graduates of the class of
19 4 and made all
other arrangements in connection with the commencement. Other regular routln-business also was in order and arranged.
The announced arrival of a circus
to be In the city today naturally
brought this matter before the boarJ
for discussion. As has been the case
for years, the board decided that the
pupils should be allowed to attend,
and ordered the schools closed this
afternoon.

25 per cent off on any Oriole

J. C. JOHNSEN

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
;

invited to

By 7:30 o'clock this morning the
of the Gentry Brothers
TAX NOTICE
Dog and Pony show had reached th;
On the first day of May, the
secpnd circus giounds anl were being unloadclass furniture talf of the 1913 taxes will become ed. At the Santa Fe tracks opposite

first

MRS. MARY ANDERSON AND HER
BROTHER, E. W. CAMPBELL,
ill natured when fired
LOOK OVER THE FIELD

a man who apparently

becomes rather
with poor whisky; war' arrested last
night by Officer E. C. Ward for disorderly conduct upon complaint of his
wife.
Guerin, it Is said, returned
to his home last night fairly well
"tanked" and after going through the
maneuvers of knocking over movable
objects that came in his way in the
form of chairs and tables, he proceeded to frighten his family. The wife,
however, was not disposed to take his
actions humorously and consequently
cause.! his arrest. Judge D. R, Murray imposed a fine upon Guerin.

& SON

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for the auto.

BROTHERS

HAVE THE CLASS

lOANY

Here is the only conveyance designed for the baby that will absolutely
permit the mother to take her child tvtrywhert. Shopping, calling, visit
vi cicmiun, it manes no uinerence Vihiri
ing, iiuiug uuw9
II
you goorw you go, tne oaoy niett ntvtr it lifted out. The

FOR THE COMING YEAR

WORK

FORMERLY

LAS 'VEGAS F0?.D SALES

TEACHERS RE ELECTED

BIG SCHOOL HALLY
iMora county will hold a big school
rally in Wagon Mound Saturday, according to information eent The Optic. THEIR DOG AND PONY SHOWS
There will be an excellent program,
PLEASE BIG CROWDS AT AF--.
and a good lunch wl
TERNOON PERFORMANCE
be served.

man who' has been employed by the' due. All taxes not paid before June
Rosenthal Fureiture company for' the' ifVfll be subject to a penalty.
past several months has resigned and f,
EUGENIO ROMERO,
on May 13 will open a furniture store k1
CvW'y. Treasurer.
with a sample stock on Sixth: street,
north of the Perry Onion florist shop.
' HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Mr. Page will specialize on furniture
34th season of this famous moun
work and upholstering, being excep tain resort."'
Carriage out every Sattionally capaWe In those lines:''
urday morning, 'returning following
Friday; charge, including passage
There will' be no church services of both
ways 10. Special rates for longthe
at
Methodist
kind
church
any
er time. Address East Laa Vegas,
next Sunday. This
announcement Box
B. Leave orders at Murpbey's
was made this morning by Rev. E. C.
'
or. Plaza hotel. Adv.
r
Anderson. The work of decorating
the
and renovating
church has been
started and "will not Be completed un
til some time next week. For' this MAY LOCATE BUSINESS
reason it was necessary to cancel
the services till a Week'Trom Sunday, COLLEGE IN LAS VEGAS
when all Sunday schooi literature for
next Sunday will "be filstrfbuted. ' ' '

Juan

Next week will be a busy one for
the Las Vegaa Light and Power company, when it will conduct, in company with other electrical establishments In the United, States, a big sale
to be known as "Hotpolnt Week." All
electrical apparatus useful to the
household wUl be displayed: and sold
on a large scale.
Saturday afternoon the Ladles'
Guild of St. Paul's Memorial church
will conduct a bakery sale at the
Light and .power company office and
in addition to this sale, coffee, toast
and other good things cooked with
electricity will be served: the public
free. Manager W. P. Southard of the
Laa Vegas Light and Power company
expects to, be unusually jburiy from
Saturday until the end of the big sale.

AUTOMOBILE

With the Intention of eatablishmg

a business college here if conditions

seem to warrant, Mrs. Mary Anderson
and her brother, E. W, Campbell, ar-

rived Irf Las Vegas last night from
their home in Ava, Mo.' Mra Ander
son and her husband established a
business colleee in Raton several
years ago, rapidly building up a large
attendance and doing most successful
work. Mr. Anderson's health failing,
they were obliged to sell the school.
Mrs. Anderson is an experienced

w.-o- ns

tbe,,Cpors Lumber company, crowda
Youngsters gathered to watch the
4ver Interesting performance of unloading and all morning the blood of
the youngsters tingled with joy, for
the best- of all ehows la the kids' estimation ,ha,(J arrived in: Las Vegas and
they knew, tha& soon litey would see
the cute little ponies and :Jogf go
through their clever acts; that they
would eat, regular clroua popcorn and
drink the void faithful circus lemonade.
At 10:30 o'clock this nwirniii, fho
parade wound its
way 'tirough
the city followed by crowds not. only
of kids but adulta.
parade.' al
though smaller than that of a regular
circun. was interesting.
J
A large number of people attended
the afternoon performance while in
dications are that even a l&nrer
crowd will be at the grounds tonight
Both the Normal University and the
city schools allowejL, the pupils to
leave school at 11 o'clock this morning so that they might see the parade
nnd his afinoon attend the show.
V.':tli a wooiip' and a yell the kids
e$ the school and with eleaniln
eyes watched the parade.
Gentry Brothers' shows have Droved
the biggest hit of their kind ever
started in this country and the company has scored big hits all along
the line to this city. Yesterday a
performance was given in Santa Vt-and Tuesday the show appeared in
Albuquerque. 'Information received

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN:':' WAGON

of;

fit

VMV4:r5.a

I
'.Pi

Gross, Kelly & Go.
Sole Agents
from both places la
excellent

that

Chei

phof

.

is

an e'lffrage.

Dr. Shaw delivered &

speech.

In Washington the opinion eeems
WOMEN DISCUSS SUFFRAGE
Rome, May 7. At today's meeting to prevail that in the event of Mrj
of the International Council of Worn Bryan's retirement from the cabinet
en the Rev. Anna Howard Shaw of I the next secretary of state will be
New York presented a report on worn-- 1 juage ueorge uray of Delaware.

